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Announcements
music: Paranoid Android (try 2) by Radiohead, who exhibit great musical agility IMO
using Sakai for the quiz today
reminder: if stressed, consider seeking help, e.g. from CAPS
A9: midterm presentation (in class next week):

6 minutes, not 9
all members must present
be ready to present on Monday when class starts
LMK if you have conflicts or logistical difficulties

results from recent polls
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Fine-scale feedback

Pair programming
Planning game
Test-driven development
Whole team

Continuous process

Continuous integration
Refactoring
Small releases

Shared understanding

Coding standards
Collective code ownership
Simple design
System metaphor

Programmer welfare

Sustainable pace

XP practices
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XP practice #1: Pair programming
What is it? Two people working as a single unit to write code
One computer (screen, keyboard, mouse), but two people
Two roles: "driver" uses the computer and focuses on details
"Navigator" focuses on the big picture and reviewing the code being written
Roles should switch frequently (ideally, pairs do too)
Very efficient way to share knowledge! (Remember value #1: communication)
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Pair programming efficiency
But isn't that wasteful? Actually, no.

you maintain higher focus, so get done sooner
(be honest: how focused are you when working on your project? Might you be less
distracted when pair programming?)
the code quality is higher, so less time spent chasing bugs
help debugging, and diversity of experience to bring to a task
studies tend to show that PP is at most 25% slower, but often on pair with or even
faster than solo programming
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Pair programming difficulties
verbalizing your thought processes
exhausting your verbal circuits
coordinating working times
showing somebody your deficiencies (emotional resistance)
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Pair programming benefits
each dev knows more about the total codebase, and fewer areas of the codebase
have a "truck number" of 1
research shows that most people end up really enjoying this
you learn and grow faster as a developer (and as a teacher/communicator)
you have a way to learn ancillary things, e.g. tools and tricks with git, your editor, or
the CLI
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XP practice #2: Test-driven development
recall that testing is a core activity of XP, as important as coding
tests are an important source of feedback for developers: is the code correct?
test-driven development (TDD) says to write the tests first, before the code
3 phases: "red, green, refactor": i.e. write failing test, make it pass, then clean up
your code
with a fast feedback loop, this is fun! Helps establish a creative "flow state".
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XP practice #3: Refactoring
remember simplicity and YAGNI?
a consequence is that you must re-design an existing approach in light of new
requirements
this is called refactoring: changing the implementation of an approach without
changing its behaviors
with feedback from tests (esp. fast unit tests), this is typically not difficult (see value
#4: courage)
you might have to change the unit tests as well as the code
also, refactor your messy code before committing (see value #2: simplicity)
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XP practice #4: Collective code
ownership

everyone is responsible for all the code
each developer has the authority to change any part of the code (see courage and
respect values)
unit tests help give courage to change somebody else's code: you'll know if you
break it
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Poll
Go to pollev.com/jeffterrell
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Practice #5: Retrospectives
recommended cadence: at the end of each iteration (say every other week)
sit down with team and ask, "what went well over the past iteration?"
then ask, "what didn't go well?"
can do this in parallel on a Google Doc
then vote on 1-3 topics from each category to dissect and discuss
for good things, dissecting can help reproduce the success
for bad things, dissecting can help avoid the problem
can do this with client or just among dev team (or both)
involves communication (XP value #1) and feedback (#3), requires courage (#4), and
builds respect (#5)
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Practice #6: Client meetings
at the end of an iteration (maybe every 2 weeks), meet with client
show client what you've done recently (refer to Trello board)
(ideally, these feature will be deployed, maybe on a staging server, so that client can
not just see but use the feature)
invite feedback: anything look off? any new requests?
establish priorities: what's most important to client at this point?
note: priorities can be informed by your feedback about relative effort
optionally, have a retrospective with the client
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Practice #7: Show value early & often
projects with fixed timeframe and budget feel more definite to clients
in practice, they often aren't—but the initial perception matters
convincing client to engage your team is difficult anyway, and esp. so if you won't
commit to timeframe or budget
recommendation: convey value to client ASAP!
ideally, get a clickable prototype after a week or so
then walking skeleton ASAP after that
(this is one reason I'm requiring walking skeletons: it can majorly help build trust
with clients)
for bigger projects, do a "planning & exploration" phase first to identify biggest risks
and provide rough estimates, which inform budget for main project phase
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Kanban
Originated at Toyota in Japan (means "billboard" in Japanese)
All work represented by cards
All work stations (or stages) represented by columns
Cards flow from left to right as work is completed
(You're already doing this in your Trello board)
Strict adherence: cards never go from right to left
Strict adherence: each work station has a limited capacity, because the more work
that's in progress, the more distracting the work environment is
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Scrum
Broadly similar to XP
My quibble: should call them "iterations", not "sprints"
Defining characteristic: daily "scrums" or "standups"
Each day (typically in the morning), each team member says:

what did I do yesterday?
what do I plan to do today?
do I see any obstacles to me or the team achieving goals?

Should start on time and be limited to 15 minutes
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Quiz 4
(on Sakai)
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